
Experimental setup

Multilingual transfer learning for children automatic speech recognition

Results

Proposed approach

• Our two-step approach combines multi-task learning and transfer learning: 
• Step 1- Train a multilingual model with a multi-task learning objective  
• Step 2- Adapt this model for a specific children corpus with transfer 

learning 
• Take advantage of the robust pre-trained model trained during the multi-

task phase 
• Pre-trained model has potentially learned cross-linguistic information of 

children speech and seen more children data than a model trained in a 
single language
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Table 1: Children corpora used in our experiment

Figure 3: Two-step approach
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•  Increased interest for children automatic speech recognition (ASR) for 
education, computer interaction and speech therapy 

• Drop of performance in children ASR compared to adult 
• High variability in children's speech, mainly caused by the physical and 

developmental changes in the vocal tract, which lead to temporal and 
spectral variability [1]. 

• Limited linguistic knowledge 
• The lack of children data complicates the development of robust 

ASR for children

Figure 1: Transfer learning approach (white block: Randomly 
initialised parameters, grey block: Initialisation using pre-trained 

parameters)

Multi-task learning

• Learn shared representations 
between related tasks 

• Jointly train all tasks in parallel  
• Network subdivided in two parts:

• Shared layers 
• Task-specific layers

• Applied to English and Mandarin 
children ASR [3,4]

Figure 2: Multi-task learning approach

• Input features: 40-dim fbanks + 40-dim spectral subband centroid + 100-dim 
i-vector 

• Data augmentation: Speech perturbation + Specaugment 
• Model:  

• Shared part : 6 CNN + 7 TDNN-F     
• Language-specific part: 2 TDNN + 1 Fully connected 

• Use LF-MMI and Cross-entropy for training

• MTL fails to improve the baseline performance for almost all languages  
• TL outperform corresponding single language and MTL scores 
• MLTL shows an average relative improvement in WER of 7.73% 

compared to the baseline, slightly higher than the average (TL Avg) and 
the best (TL Best) transfer learning performance, with an average 
relative improvement of 4.50% and 2.66%, respectively 

• MLTL-olo approach outperforms the single language WER score with an 
average relative improvement of 5.56% and gives similar results as the 
best TL scores

Table 2: WER scores (%) of multi-task learning (MTL), Transfer learning (TL), 
Multilingual transfer learning (MLTL) and MLTL one-language-out (MLTL-olo)


